
5" sensor mirror

Our mini sensor mirror lights up
automatically as your face
approaches. Its tru-lux light system
simulates natural sunlight, allowing
you to see full color variation, so
you'll know when your makeup is
color-correct and flawless. And
unlike traditional bulbs or fluorescent
lighting, our long-lasting LEDs won't
burn out or diminish – even if you
were to use the mirror for over an
hour a day for 150 years. It
recharges with a standard USB port
(cable included). The distortion-free
mirror is 10x magnification — ideal
for close-up work like tweezing or
eyeliner and lipstick application. It
folds up and stores easily in the
included padded travel case.

tru-lux light system: At 550 lux and
with a color rendering index (CRI) of
90, the tru-lux light system is more than
twice as bright and more closely
simulates natural sunlight than the next
best.

sensor on/off: Automatically lights up
as your face approaches the mirror —
no need to touch any buttons.

never change a bulb: Traditional bulb
or fluorescent lights fade or burn out
too quickly. Our LEDs have been rated
to perform like new after 40,000 hours --
that's an hour a day, every day, for more
than 100 years.

optimum magnification: 10x
magnification is perfect for close-up
work like tweezing or applying eye
makeup.

rechargeable: Recharges using a
standard USB port (cable included).
One charge lasts up to 5 weeks.

maximum adjustability: Unfolds into
two height options, and the mirror head
swivels to the perfect angle for any
viewing position.

distortion-free mirror: Precise
curvature for distortion-free optics –
even around the edges.

high reflectivity: Ultra-clear, high-
quality glass backed by high-purity
aluminum coating provides superior
reflectivity and clarity.

folds down flat: Easy to store and
comes with convenient padded travel
case.

product (W.D.H.) 5.7 x 4.5 x 11.7

box dimensions 6.5 x 2 x 11

MC box 11.8 x 6.5 x 7.5

(inches)

product (W.D.H.) 14.5 x 11.5 x 29.8

box dimensions 16.5 x 5 x 28

MC box 30 x 16.5 x 19

(cm)

weight w/pkg 1.9 lbs.

MC quantity 3

MC weight 6.4 lbs.

MC cube 0.333 ft.3

sizes and dimensions
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